
2020 Campaign Report



OVERVIEW
On 18 June 2020, the International Kidney Cancer Coalition (IKCC) and its 
44 affiliate organisations, global sponsors and supporters around the world 
joined together to mark World Kidney Cancer Day 2020 with the “We need 
to talk about physical activity” campaign. 

Overall we estimate upwards of between 2,500,000 - 3,000,000 impressions 
were seen of our campaign material, paralleling the 2019 campaign results. 

Of this, the World Kidney Cancer Day YouTube material delivered a total of 
2,288,808 impressions with 1,127,185 completed views of our messages 
about physical activity and kidney cancer. 

This reach was magnified by many of the participating affiliates, sponsors 
and medical associations to create a significant worldwide presence.  

Over 8000 visits were made to the WKCDay website and 180 people 
downloaded the Get Active Sit Less 102 page book.



Countries that performed well throughout the campaign were Brazil, 
Germany, Korea, Spain, UK and the USA. 

We consider this to be an outstanding result given that the overwhelming 
comment from all reports can be summarized in the following response - 

“As you can imagine, we were somewhat preoccupied with COVID” 

There was a general consensus that the respondents “were happy with 
this year’s campaign” but their biggest challenge was conflicting 
priorities with the COVID-19 pandemic and lack of resources to instigate 
the campaign to their full ability. 

The WKCDay campaign was also deemed low priority by many local and 
national media due to competition from the massive amount of 
COVID-19 news stories.

OVERVIEW



AFFILIATE HIGHLIGHTS
BRAZIL - INSTITUTO ONCOGUIA 

A comprehensive multi-media campaign (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube) that 
incorporated educational content, patient mobilization, cancer specialists, 
famous local athletes and even a virtual flash mob to inform and raise 
awareness of the disease.

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS LIVE ON YOUTUBE & FACEBOOK



BRAZIL - INSTITUTO ONCOGUIA 
CELEBRITY POSTS ON INSTAGRAM



BRAZIL - INSTITUTO ONCOGUIA 
VIRTUAL FLASH MOB



CANADA - KIDNEY CANCER CANADA



CANADA - KIDNEY CANCER CANADA



CANADA - KIDNEY CANCER CANADA



CANADA - KIDNEY CANCER CANADA



FINLAND - ASSOCIATION OF CANCER PATIENTS 



GERMANY - DAS LEBENSHAUS e.V 

Online patient group focussing on the importance of physical activity.

Schritte für Nierenkrebs-Patienten (steps for kidney cancer patients)



GERMANY - DAS LEBENSHAUS e.V. 

Facebook examples:



Youtube:

GERMANY - DAS LEBENSHAUS e.V. 



GREECE - VHLFA ALLIANCE GREECE 
A month-long TV and radio campaign that delivered the Dr Trinh messages, and was supported by a 
web event hosted by a national swimming champion that showed a number of physical activity 
exercises that are designed to activate patients. These are moderate water based exercises for 
everyone that can be adapted according to a patient's strength and doctor's advice. 



NETHERLANDS- DUTCH VHL ORGANISATION 

Used a combination of WhatsApp and YouTube to share a video promoting 
physical activity and raising awareness of World Kidney Cancer Day 2020. 

Produced this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok2xtcudD08

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok2xtcudD08


NETHERLANDS- DUTCH VHL ORGANISATION 



NETHERLANDS- DUTCH VHL ORGANISATION 

The video was featured on Vimeo: 



KOREA - KKCA 

Used Facebook and Instagram, the KKCA online community, and the 
President of KKCA’s Facebook. 

*Localized Korean calligraphy version



KOREA - KKCA 

KKCA published a diary containing mental and psychological support along 
with physical activities and the need for physical activities of kidney cancer 
patients.  

Over 15 Korean healthcare media covered the announcement of World 
Kidney Cancer Day, the video content of physical activity for cancer patient 
and the introduction of the emotional healing diary. 



KOREA - KKCA 

KKCA President’s lecture at Ipsen Korea 



MEXICO - FEMETRE - FEDERACIÓN MEXICANA DE 
ENFERMOS Y TRASPLANTADOS RENALES, A.C.



MEXICO - FEMETRE - FEDERACIÓN MEXICANA DE 
ENFERMOS Y TRASPLANTADOS RENALES, A.C.



SOUTH AFRICA - CAMPAIGNING FOR CANCER 



SPAIN - FEDERACIÓN NACIONAL DE ASOCIACIONES 



SPAIN - FEDERACIÓN NACIONAL DE ASOCIACIONES 



SPAIN



UK - KIDNEY CANCER SUPPORT NETWORK 



UK - KIDNEY CANCER SUPPORT NETWORK 



USA - KIDNEY CANCER ASSOCIATION  



USA - BOSTON VHL ALLIANCE  



USA - KIDNEY CAN



USA - KIDNEY CAN



THANK YOU
WORLD KIDNEY CANCER DAY 2020 “WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT PHYSICAL ACTIVITY”. 

Thank you to everyone who took part in 2020. 
With your commitment to awareness raising, supporting patient advocacy and research, we will 
continue our combined efforts to reduce the global burden of kidney cancer!  

The IKCC and our affiliates around the world wish to thank our sponsors and partners for giving 
kidney cancer a global voice.

GOLD SPONSORS SILVER SPONSORS


